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a b s t r a c t

The high-pressure induced phase transitions initiated by electronic transition in 3d ions from the high-

spin (HS) to the low-spin (LS) state (HS-LS spin-crossover) are considered. Behavior of the system with

d6 electronic configuration is investigated in the ground state of zero temperature and critical pressure

Pc. Magnetic properties of the Mott–Hubbard insulator (Mg1�xFex)O are studied in the vicinity of the

quantum critical point (T¼0, Pc). At the critical pressure of spin crossover Pc, the spin gap energy eS

between HS and LS states is zero. The quantum spins fluctuations HS3LS do not require any energy,

and the antiferromagnetism is destroyed in the quantum critical point by the first order transition.

& 2012 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

The transition-metal oxides are a very broad class of com-
pounds with diverse physical properties that are important in
both fundamental science and practical applications. This class
includes high-temperature superconductors and materials with
the giant magnetoresistance, multiferroics, materials for spintro-
nics and optoelectronics, various magnetic and magnetooptical
crystals. The mixed iron oxides and perovskite-like compounds
are extremely important in geophysics.

The properties and the behavior of the transition-metal oxides
are mainly governed by strong electron correlations, which are
also responsible for the dielectric state of these materials [1].
One of important properties is the insulator–metal transitions
(IMT), which can be caused, for example, by a change in the
concentration of charge carriers (doping) or by the application of
an internal (due to ion substitution) or external pressure. These
phenomena are governed by a complex interaction of different
parameters, including the width of the 3d-band W, the charge
transfer energy D (the p–d gap), and Coulomb repulsion U (the
dSYMBOL 45 \f ’’Courier New’’ \s 12-d or Mott–Hubbard gap).
Depending on the relative values of these parameters, the system
can be either a metal or an insulator. The majority of these
systems has a partially filled 3d band and manifests antiferro-
magnetic ordering in the ground state.

An applied external pressure allows controlling correlation
effects by changing the W, U, or D parameters in a specific manner.
This enables easily controlling the magnetic, structural, electronic,
optical, and transport properties of solids. In such materials theory
Elsevier B.V.
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predicts the pressure induced insulator–metal transition accom-
panied by the collapse of the localized magnetic moment and by a
structural phase transition, but the expected critical pressures of
such transformations are very high [2]. However, with the devel-
opment of the high-pressure diamond-anvil-cell technique the
experimental investigations of such transitions are now possible
especially due to the synchrotron radiation facilities.

Recently, several synchrotron radiation and resonance techni-
ques have been applied to perform the high-pressure experiments
and to investigate the magnetic and crystal structures, electronic
and transport properties of 3d metal oxides having different
crystal structures [3]. The cubic monoxides (Mg,Fe)O, NiO and
yttrium iron garnet Y3Fe5O12, the perovskite-like rare-earth
orthoferrites RFeO3 (R¼Nd, Lu, Y) and multiferroic BiFeO3 crys-
tals, the hematite Fe2O3 with corundum structure, the rhombo-
hedral iron borates FeBO3 and trigonal rare-earth borate
GdFe3(BO3)4 were studied under high pressures up to 200 GPa
created in diamond anvil cells at temperatures between 3.5 K and
2000 K [3]. The transmission Mössbauer (TMS) and synchrotron
Mössbauer (SMS) spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction and the syn-
chrotron high-resolution Kb X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES),
optical absorption spectroscopy, Raman scattering, electron
microscopy, and the direct electro-resistivity measurements have
been carried out.
2. Spin crossovers in d5 electronic configuration and phase
transitions at high pressures

The evidence of the high-spin (HS) to low-spin (LS) transition
(HS-LS spin-crossover) in a set of 3d metal oxides follows from
the Mössbauer TMS and SMS measurements and it is supported
by XES experiments [3,4]. An example of the Mössbauer TMS and
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SMS data for iron borate FeBO3 is shown in Fig. 1 [5], whereas the
Mössbauer SMS and X-ray emission XES data of Fig. 2 demon-
strate the spin crossover effect in bismuth ferrite BiFeO3 [6,7].
The collapse of the iron magnetic moment in the crystals at
pressures of about 40–55 GPa and radical drop of the local spin of
Fig. 1. Representative 57Fe-Mössbauer spectra (a) and pressure dependence of the Mös

parameters—the magnetic hyperfine field at iron nuclei Hhf, the quadrupole shift QS, a

high-spin S¼5/2 (6A1g) state to the low-spin S¼1/2 (2T2g ) state at pressure near 47 G

Fig. 2. High-pressure synchrotron Mössbauer SMS spectra (a) and the X-ray emission X

the magnetic hyperfine field (Hhf) at Fe ions at pressure near 49 GPa demonstrating th

(b) indicates the pressure dependence of the relative intensity of the satellite HS-peak (

intensity decreases showing the spin transition from S¼5/2 to S¼1/2 [6,7].
3d5 ions are substantial evidences for the spin-crossover transi-
tion in such systems.

The HS-LS spin crossover in 3d5 (Fe3þ) ions is a transition
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sbauer hyperfine parameters (b) in the iron borate FeBO3 single crystal. Mössbauer

nd the isomer chemical shift IS indicate the spin transition in Fe3þ ions from the

Pa. The spin transition is followed by magnetic collapse [5].

ES Fe-Kb spectra (b) in multiferroic BiFeO3. Inset in (a) shows the disappearance of

e collapse of the iron magnetic moment due to the spin HS-LS crossover. Inset in

Isat) in the Fe-Kb X-ray emission spectrum. At pressures PE43–60 GPa the satellite



Fig. 3. Schematic view of the insulatator–metal transition in the 3d5 transition

metal compounds. The pressure dependences of the d-band width W and Hubbard

parameter Ueff are shown, and the criterion of IMT is W�Ueff. (a) In the ‘‘band-

width control’’ mechanism of IMT (Ueff is independent of P), crossing of the W(P)

line with the U0 level indicates a possible IMT transition at high pressure Pmet.

(b) In strongly correlated electronic systems the Hubbard parameter Ueff depends

on the d4, d5 and d6 spin states, and Ueff decreases at HS-LS crossovers which

appear in d4, d5 and d6 configurations at different pressures (the ‘‘Hubbard

energy control’’ mechanism). As a result, IMT occurs at pressure P1 which is much

lower than P2 (in an accordance with the experimental data) [10,11].
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At the same pressures, the structural phase transitions with a
sharp drop of the unit cell volume were found in FeBO3 and
NdFeO3 crystals [3,4]. Meanwhile, it was established that the
metallization process is very complicated. In the pressure region
of the HS-LS spin crossover, many crystals transformed from the
dielectric to a semiconducting state. The direct insulator–metal
transition (IMT) was found in Y3Fe5O12 [8] and BiFeO3 crystals
[9,10].

These effects were explained by the Mott–Hubbard type transi-
tions with the extensive suppression of strong d–d electronic
correlations [10,11]. The commonly accepted mechanisms of IMT
in strongly correlated d-electron systems are the band-width con-
trolled IMT (driven by the broadening of the d-bands), and filling-
controlled IMT, induced by the doping of charge carriers into the
parent insulator compound.

However recently a new mechanism of IMT in Mott–Hubbard
insulators have been discovered experimentally and explained
theoretically [10,11]. This mechanism can be initiated by the
lattice compression at high pressure and it is driven by a spin
transition in 3d5 ions from the high-spin (HS) state to the low-
spin (LS) state (see Fig. 3). As shown in [11], the HS-LS spin-
crossover suppresses the effective Hubbard parameter Ueff down
to the value enabling the insulator–metal transition according to
the Mott mechanism Ueff/WE1 (W is a half of the d-bandwidth).

This type of a Mott–Hubbard IMT was first observed experi-
mentally in the multiferroic BiFeO3 [10], and similar mechanism
must be effective for other 3d5 transition-metal compounds
such as FeBO3, GdFe3(BO3)4, RFeO3 (R¼La, Nd, Pr, Lu), Y3Fe5O12,
a-Fe2O3, Fe3O4, MnO where the spin crossover was found along
with insulator–metal or insulator–semiconductor transitions [3].
The new IMT mechanism was call as the ‘‘Hubbard energy
control’’ mechanism [11], to distinguish from the well known
‘‘bandwidth control’’ and ‘‘band-filling’’ mechanisms of the IMT.
3. Spin crossovers in d6 electronic configuration and a
quantum phase transition

The low spin state of transition metal ions with the 3d6

electronic configuration is diamagnetic (S¼0), and the HS-LS
transition [(S¼2)-(S¼0)] can dramatically alter the physical
and chemical properties of such materials. The HS-LS spin cross-
over in 3d6 (Fe2þ) ions is a transition ðe2

gmÞðt
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An interesting example of the HS-LS transition was recently
observed in ferropericlase (Mg,Fe)O [12] which is one of the most
abundant minerals of the Earth’s lower mantle. The high pressure
and low temperature investigations by TMS and SMS Mössbauer
spectroscopy allowed to establish a fundamental understanding
of the ground electronic and magnetic states in (Mg0.75,Fe0.25)O
[12].

It was found that the ground electronic state of Fe2þ at the
critical pressure Pc of the spin transition and close to T¼0 is
determined by a quantum critical point Pq(T¼0, Pc) where the
energy difference between the HS and LS states (an energy gap for
the spin fluctuations) is zero. The deviation from T¼0 leads to the
thermal excitations between the HS and LS states, suggesting a
strong influence on the magnetic and another physical properties
of the material. Our theoretical calculations indicate that the
existence of the quantum critical point at zero temperature
affects not only the low-temperature physical properties, but also
the strong temperature/pressure-dependent properties at
extreme conditions of the Earth’s lower mantle.

Based on the analyses of the Mössbauer spectra the derived
hyperfine parameters of iron ions in the sample are used to
construct the magnetic phase diagram and to address the quan-
tum critical point phenomenon in (Mg,Fe)O at high pressures and
low temperatures where the spin gap energy between the HS and
LS states is zero. Based on the theory of the quantum spin
fluctuations, we predict an appearance of new magnetic proper-
ties in (Mg,Fe)O at the high P–T conditions relevant to the Earth’s
lower-mantle.

Here we sugget a multielectronic model of the Mott–Hubbard
insulator (Mg1�xFex)O. Energies of the d5, d6 and d7 terms are
calculated in the strong electronic correlation approximation, and
the energies of Hubbard fermions (d5-d6 and d6-d7 excitations)
for HS and LS states are found. It is shown that with pressure, the
HS state can ether transit to metallic state or experiences the spin
crossover passing a quantum critical point at T¼0 and P¼Pc.
A metallic state occurs at this point, however a semiconducting
state restores with further pressure increase. At finite T, spin
value fluctuations expand the pressure range of the metallic state.

At P4Pc the electronic system is the LS state when kT)eS (eS is
the energy of spin gap, which is zero at the critical point Pc) and it
transforms (crossovers) into HS state at kT4eS.
4. Quantum phase transition in antiferromagnet with spin
crossover

In the region of HS and LS states coexistence (at P�P and finite
T), the magnetic properties of a system can be described in a
model of binary alloy with the Hamiltonian

H¼
1

2

X
ijab

pai pb
j Iabij SiaSjb, ð1Þ

where a,b¼1,2 denotes the HS and LS states, p1
i ¼ 1 for HS and

0 for LS, p2
i ¼ 0 for HS and 1 for LS, Si1¼SHS, Si2¼SLS, and Iabij is the

exchange interaction of spin Sia and Sjb at sites i and j. We
consider a two-sublattice (A and B) antiferromagnet. In a standard
mean field theory an order parameter is a sublattice magnetiza-
tion given by

Ra ¼/SZ
A,aS¼/paSSaBSa ðSayaÞ. Here /p1S¼nHS, /p2S¼nLS

are the fractions of HS and LS states, BS(y) is the Brillouin function.
The effective magnetic fields are given by

y1 ¼ ðgHSmBHþnHSI11
ð0ÞR1þnLSI12

ð0ÞR2Þ=kBT ,

y2 ¼ ðgLSmBHþnHSI21
ð0ÞR1þnLSI22

ð0ÞR2Þ=kBT ð2Þ

The value Iab(0) is the Fouirer transform of the exchange
interaction for wavenumber q¼0, mB is the Bohr magneton, H is
the external magnetic field, and kB is the Boltzman constant. Close



Fig. 4. Pressure dependence of the Neel temperature in the antiferromagnet

(Mg0.75Fe 0.25)O with spin-crossover at Pc¼55 GPa. Non-self consistent (red

crosses) and self consistent (empty blue circles) calculated data are compared

with experimental data (black triangles) [12]. (For interpretation of the references

to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this

article.)
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to the Neel temperature TN, linearization of the Brillouin function
results in a system of equations for Ra(T,H). At H¼0 and forSLS¼0,
f. e. in Fe2þ , the Neel temperature is equal to

TN ¼ TN0n2
HSðp,TNÞ: ð3Þ

For a binary alloy with fixed concentration of the magnetic HS
and non-magnetic LS fractions, the Eq. (3) gives the TN value in a
case of diamagnetic substitution. Meanwhile in our case, nHS and
nLS are pressure and temperature dependent. At fixed volume,
they are equal to

nHS ¼ 1þ
gLS

gHS

exp
EHS�ELS

kT

� �� ��1

-nLS ¼ 1�nHS; ð4Þ

Thus, the Eq. (3) is a self-consistent equation for the TN in the
vicinity of Pc. Far from Pc, one should include the pressure
dependence of the TN0¼ I11(0)S1(S1þ1)/3kB. The nearest neighbor
exchange interaction is J¼2t2/U, where t is the d–d hopping and U

is the effective Hubbard parameter. We assume U to be pressure
independent and t(P)¼t0(1þatP) [13]. Then

TN0ðPÞ ¼ TN0ð0Þ 1þ
2at

t
P

� �
:

From the experimental data for Mg1�xFexO, TN¼37 K at P¼0
and TN¼55 K at P¼55 GPa [12]. Thus, 2at¼tO/0.0122 1/GPa is
very close to the value 2att0¼0.0121 1/GPa found for FeBO3 from
the high pressure experiments [14]. The spin gap eS¼EHS�ELS is
also linear dependent on P due to the pressure dependence of the
crystal field 10Dq(P)¼10Dq(0)þaDP. The quantum critical point
Pc is determined by a zero spin gap eS¼aD(P�Pc). Finally, the
pressure dependence of Neel temperature is given by a solution of
the equation

TN ¼ TN0ð0Þ 1þ
2at

t0
P

� �,
1þ

gLS

gHS

exp
aDðP�PcÞ

kTN

� �� �2

ð5Þ

The degeneracy factors are gLS¼1 for the LS-Fe2þ state and
gHS¼(2Sþ1)(2Lþ1)¼15 for the HS-Fe2þ state. The baric depen-
dence of a spin gap is aD¼7.8 meV/GPa [12]. Numerical solution
of this equation results in a first order quantum phase transition
shown in the Fig. 4 by empty circles.

The TN increases at small P, reaches a maximum and does not
go continuously to zero at P-Pc. Instead, it has the critical value

TN=TN0ð0Þ ¼ g2
HS=ðgHSþgLSÞ

2
� 0:879 at P-Pc. The non-self

consistent dependence TN(P) given by Eq. (3) with the HS fraction
(4) would result in the continuous line shown by crosses in Fig. 4.
Black triangles correspond to the measured value of TN(P) for
Mg0.75Fe0.25O [12].

Previously, the order parameter at spin crossover quantum
phase transition was shown to be the Berry-like geometrical
phase that changes discontinuously by a first-order transition
[15,16]. Thus, our microscopic consideration in this paper con-
firms a phenomenological treatments [15,16]. Usually, a long
magnetic order at T¼TN is destroyed by classical spin fluctuations.
Since the spin-crossover quantum fluctuations of the spin value
between HS and LS states do not require any energy, the
antiferromagnetism is destroyed in the quantum critical point
by the first order transition.
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